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In theWorld
• I would like all of you to participate in a very active singing life, both on and off campus. I will

arrange performances in the community, and will keep you aware of contests that may be

appropriate. I encourage you to explore your musical interests and develop ways you can share

them with audiences.

• If you are planning to sing or teach music professionally, you should be looking to summer job

opportunities that support your career goals. Start reading Classical Singer magazine, surf the

net/chat rooms for singers, and be proactive with me about planning your summer jobs. If you

haven't done it by early December each year, you'll likely miss your opportunity.

AFTER school...
Momentum and Contacts are critical components to support ABILITY in garnering

performance opportunities and reaching for the highest levels of the profession. STAYING

POSITIVE IS ESSENTIAL. Avoid second-guessing, hyper-strategizing, and ruminating! Control

what you can (your material, your preparation, your love of sharing a performance), and

forget about the rest.

Collaborators
It is necessary that you develop strong musical and personal relationships with instrumentalists

who will assist you in performance. When choosing a collaborator, please keep in mind the

following:

• Ask the most competent player first (discuss with me if necessary)

• Be clear about your request (performance date; repertoire; anticipate rehearsal period;

payment)

• Set a rehearsal schedule together, with your calendars

• Provide scores at least 5 days before your first rehearsal

• Provide score copies single-sided, 3-hole-punched and tabbed ID

• TRANSLATIONS MUST BE WORD-FOR-WORD

• Do not expect your collaborator to help you learn pitches and rhythms

• If the collaborator is struggling with pitches and rhythms, politelysuggest that you rehearse at

a later date, after s/he has prepared

• Rehearse at least once before you present anything to me

• Arrange to have your collaborator attend your lessons




